PRECISION VALVE REPAIR

CECO reconditioning extends the life of your old valves

the quality service you have come to
expect from CECO.

QUICK TURNAROUND

damaged compressor valves, tailoring

7-day or less turnaround
Minimum downtime

downtime can be costly. That is why

Magna-Flux Testing

valve repairs. Small shops without

replacement of your worn and

Substantial savings over cost of
new valve

CECO understands that compressor
we offer a 7-day turnaround on all

CECO offers quality repair or

Recondition Valves To
“Like-New” Condition

engineering expertise often only
quickly clean up valves and pass them
off as reconditioned.
The CECO Precision Repair center

Reveals microscopic flaws

Other “Like-New” Condition
Parts
Unloaders
Regulators
Packing cases
Pistons

our service to your individual compressor

works directly with CECO’s professional

and application needs. CECO’s repair

engineers though every step of the

Cylinders

workforce boasts engineering and

reconditioning process. CECO follows a

Intercoolers

field expertise as well as a wide range

strict set of OEM guidelines to return a

Complete compressor units

of compressor experience in pipeline,

valve to its original specifications.

Rods

gas, air, process and petrochemical.
CECO’s Precision Repair Centers located
in Houston, and Odessa,Texas and in
Walker, Louisiana will quickly return your
valves to like-new condition.

LIKE NEW CONDITION

You can be certain that
CECO will return your valve
to meet or even ex ceed OEM
specifications!

ENGINEERED QUALITY
CECO has been delivering OEM

Rather than spend precious budget

SuperiorSM products and services to the

dollars on new valves, CECO’s valve

gas transmission, gas processing and

repair service brings worn valves back

petrochemical industries since 1964.

to “like-new” condition. CECO carefully
reconditions each valve to meet or
exceed OEM specifications, extending

CONTACT US
5440 Alder Dr.
Houston,Texas 77081
Phone
800-TRY-CECO
800-879-2326
713-664-7333
Fax
713-664-6444
Email
cecosales@ceconet.com
www.tryceco.com

the life of the valve and adding cost
savings. Every reconditioned valve is
thoroughly tested to ensure you receive
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